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Summer 2012
Well, here we are in the middle of Summer and a time when we can
pack away the fleeces, the long trousers and gloves and look
forward to some wonderful gentle strolls through mud-free Sussex
in warm sunshine, enjoying relaxed picnic lunches with no rush to
get back to the car, coach or station. The only worries are concerns
over the amount of liquid you are carrying, of stinging nettles and
the presence of the odd biting insect! But wait, not so, this is 2012!
With the exception of a few days in May (when it was almost too hot
for walking and I had a stinking cold!) our wonderful English
summer weather has not yet got off the ground. Its been waterproofs every outing and the other day I found myself with three
layers of clothing on. The idea of wearing shorts could not have
been further from my mind.
But things must change surely? Hopefully by the time this Newsletter reaches you we will be experiencing some real walking weather
and all these cool wet days will be a distant memory.
One glimmer of hope is that the 9-day South Downs Way walk
begins in two weeks and according to Keith it never rains during the
event (well except for 2011 when it rained almost every day!).
However this adverse and unseasonable weather does seem to bring
out the best in walkers. Only yesterday I was showing my Sussex
slide show to the guests at Abingworth (the HF Holiday house in
Thakeham) knowing they had been out on the Downs for two days
(with five to go) in some of the worst rain we have seen in the
County for years. I wondered what kind of reception I would get
trying to be enthusiastic about our Sussex countryside and showing
them some wonderful pictures of our landscape captured with blue
skies and sunshine.
I needn’t have worried. Even after the mother of all drenchings and
mud to rival any winter walk their enthusiasm together with a very
British sense of humour had not left them. They were ready to go
out again the following day.
That's the spirit!!.......Well that's what I keep telling myself and you
never hear me moan!!
Terry (June 2012)
PER-RAMBULATIONS - WHAT'S AHEAD - AT A GLANCE
Discovering Sussex Summer 2012 Programme
Sunday 8th July - ‘Round the Rises’ - 8.5 miles
Sunday 19th August - ‘Upper Arun around the Toat’ - 10 miles
Sunday 30th September - ‘Ouse looking good at Isfield Lock?’ - 9 miles
The Autumn & Winter Programme will be available in September

Through the Heart of Hampshire
8th & 9th and 22nd & 23rd September 2012
A four day walk (bet 10-12 miles each day) across Hampshire on paths
not previously explored by Per-Rambulations. Booking essential.
West Sussex Walking Festival
5th to 7th October 2012
15 walks during 3 days of walking throughout West Sussex, culminating
with a End of Festival Barbecue at Horsham R C. Booking essential.
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‘DISCOVERING SUSSEX’
The Discovering Sussex walking programme, produced jointly by Per-Rambulations and Footprints of Sussex,
is now into it’s third year and seems to go from strength to strength judging by the number of walkers we have
turning out for the walks each month. Initially it seemed that the starting point for an idea for a walk was the area
chosen to explore. Because of the numbers occasionally attracted to recent walks we are required to identify a
suitable car park and develop the walk from that point. But we are not complaining and continue to enjoy the
challenge of seeking new areas to walk whilst re-visiting more familiar and popular parts of West and East
Sussex. We hope that you all continue to support the programme and that you will encourage others to join our
happy Sunday groups. The recent experiment to organise a walk on a Saturday was met with moderate support
but whether we will offer a repeat of an alternative to Sunday walking is up for discussion.
Remember that the best way to learn about the walking programme is by ensuring you are on the e-mailing lists
of both Per-Rambulations and Footprints of Sussex.
SOUTH DOWNS WAY - IN STAGES
Following the disappointment of having to cancel the 2011 ‘In Stages’ event when we failed to attract
sufficient numbers to make it viable it was indeed good news when we were able to announce that the
2012 walk would take place. This was achieved by keeping the numbers low and reducing the size of
the coach. Such a small party has not detracted from the enjoyment and I believe everyone taking part
agrees that it has been a great success (weather and mud notwithstanding).
We complete the 100 mile National Trail
in July when we will walk down into Eastbourne.
For the whole walk we have been looked
after by Bill our Knights coach driver who
is rapidly becoming a permanent fixture
on Per-Rambulations events and will soon,
no doubt, be demanding a PerRambulations shirt.

Day Two: Barry takes a rest whilst the group pause a while on top of
Old Winchester Hill (note the sunshine!)

Already we have started to talk about whether we can attract sufficient numbers to make ‘In Stages’ a
real annual event, time will tell. Tell us what you think?
Meanwhile we are once again involved in the other annual South Downs Way walk which this year
takes place slightly later than normal at the end of June. Peter (12th year) and myself (11th year) will
be wearing the red shirts and looking after the Worthing coach as usual, together with Cathy and Don
who are now also regulars in the SDW red shirt Team. If you are interested in joining this annual event
then contact Footprints of Sussex on www.southdownsway.com
A NEW PUBLICATION FROM PER-RAMBULATIONS FOR 2012
In 2005 many of you will recall and would have experienced the launch of the 42
mile Sussex Ouse Valley Way long distance footpath. Can you believe that
significant event for Per-Rambulations happened over 7 years ago? Since then the
guide book has been our best seller and we have sold well over 3000 copies.
This year therefore we were required to make a decision concerning the publication of a new edition of the guidebook. Would it continue to sell? Had we reached
saturation point? Well a new edition has been published and features an updated
route guide and accompanying notes, Improved and amended maps, many new
photographs and a new cover.
It costs £8-95p+p&p (via www.per-rambulations.co.uk) or £7-95p to readers of
this Newsletter.
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A PER-RAMBULATIONS DAY IN & AROUND HENLEY
On May 20th a full coach set off, with Bill at the wheel, for a days walking in and around the
beautiful town of Henley on Thames. A relatively new area for both Peter and myself the
countryside around Henley threw up many wonderful surprises and places of interest.
A short walk out of the town found us at the impressive gates and lodge of Friar Park, the
home of Beatle George Harrison for nearly 30 years before his death and still occupied by his
widow. Then within a mile we were high above the town in Henley Park, an ancient deer park.
The village of Fawley, and the churchyard in particular, offered a surprise or two, being
dominated by huge (some might say impressive?) mausoleums built by once important local
landowners. The landscape soon changed once again as we descended through beautiful
mixed woodland where we lunched before reaching the village of Hambleden, unchanged for
many years and often the location for period film sets. A short walk then took us to the river
Thames at Hambleden Mill (pictured opposite)
and lock, sitting alongside an impressive series of weirs. There we crossed the river whilst
enjoying the spectacle of a restaurant boat or
two negotiating the lock with passengers enjoying a somewhat different lunch to the one
we had just taken in the woods. The walk
concluded with a gentle stroll along the banks
of the river and a return to Henley town. There
we enjoyed a cream tea or a pint of the local
ale before we returned home having enjoyed
a great day out in a historic and fascinating
town and the beautiful Oxfordshire countryside, all within a 90 minute coach journey from
Horsham.
HAMPSHIRE BECKONS
During September this year, continuing our series of annual walking events that explore our
neighbouring Counties we are heading west and into Hampshire.
Entitled Through the Heart of Hampshire the walk will strike a course from Winchester to
Portsmouth Harbour and cover about 44 miles of previously unexplored (by PerRambulations that is) beautiful Hampshire countryside.
The walk takes place over two weekends, Saturday 8th and Sunday 9th and Saturday
22nd and Sunday 23rd September.
As usual we will attempt to experience as much variation in landscape and interest that the
County has to offer. Starting in historic Winchester our path will follow the River Itchen
eastwards to Cheriton. Staying with a river landscape we will then keep the River Meon
company for a while before crossing the South Downs and visit the home of cricket at
Hambledon. The final day will take us southwards passing the Forest of Bere and Fort
Nelson (one of Palmerston’s Follies) before reaching the north shores of Portsmouth
Harbour. The walk finishes at the impressive Porchester Castle.
Coach transport will be from Horsham, Pulborough and Midhurst for the first three days and
Horsham and Pulborough for Day Four.
Numbers will be limited and booking will be essential to guarantee a place on this special
walk. For further details and a booking form contact Per-Rambulations direct or visit the web
site where a booking form can be downloaded.
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WEST SUSSEX WALKING FESTIVAL 2012

As I write plans are being drawn up for the 2012 3-day West Sussex Walking Festival to take place
between 5th and 7th October. As usual we find ourselves racing against time with the programme but
we should have a full 15 walk programme ready for circulation within 4 weeks.
As in the previous two years the first two days will offer 5 walks each day of varying distances and in
areas across the County. On the final day (Sunday) all walks will start and finish at Horsham Rugby
Club on the edge of St Leonard's Forest. The Club will provide great facilities for the day and will be
laying on an end of festival barbecue at the finish of the walks that day. This has proven very popular
in the past two years and is a great way of finishing the walking event season.
We will endeavour to circulate details to all those interested but to ensure you get details please visit
the web site www.sussexwalkingfestival.co.uk and complete the ‘Express an Interest’ form. Alternately contact either Per-Rambulations or Footprints of Sussex direct.
A DIAMOND OF A WALK
To join in with the Nation’s celebration of the Queen’s Diamond Anniversary PerRambulations and Footprints jointly organised a walk along a 12 mile section of the Sussex
Diamond Way on Sunday 3rd June.
The route was originally developed to celebrate the 60th
anniversary of the Ramblers association in 1992 and connects the 60 miles between Midhurst and Heathfield across
the heart of Sussex. It broadly follows the main A272 road.
Our walk chose the section between Southwater Country
Park and Cuckfield and pleasantly surprised many experienced Sussex walker with the connection of some wonderfully remote and fairly unwalked footpaths.
We ended the day with a cream tea
for all at the Wheatsheaf pub in
Cuckfield before travelling back to
Southwater curtesy of Bill and his
big silver Knights coach. A great day
when the rain threatened but again
failed to dampen the spirit.
Photos by Shirley Rushmer

Change of Address?
Many of you will have already heard that a change of address is imminent for
Per-Rambulations. As I write the move is not a certainty and may yet take a
few weeks to complete, having suffered a ‘property sale chain’ failure.
Those of you who have moved recently will know all about the frustrations
surrounding a house sale / purchase.
If the move eventually takes place we will make sure all are informed.
To answer the many queries I have already received, nothing other than the
address and telephone number will change, we will continue to organise
walks and walking events although we are bound to experience some minor
communication hiccups for a week or two.
Meanwhile we are still located in East Grinstead.
Per-Rambulations
Larkshill, Cranston Road, East Grinstead, West Sussex, RH19 3HL
tel:01342-315786. e:larkshill@btinternet.com.
www.per-rambulations.co.uk
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